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A BSTRACT . The goal of the present paper is to present a new multivariate GARCH model with timevarying conditional correlation. Since the seminal work of Bollerslev (1990), conditional correlation
models have become a attractive field in economics. Different specifications have been developed to
study both empirical findings and practical use like asymmetry, change in regime but also estimation of
large correlation matrix (see, e.g. Silvennoinen and Teräsvirta (2009) for a survey of recent advances).
Among this field of research, our work focus on change in regime specification based on tree structure.
Indeed, tree-structured dynamic correlation models has been developed to analyse volatility and covolatility asymmetries (see Dellaportas and Vrontos (2007)) or linking the dynamics of the individual
volatilities with the dynamics of the correlations (see Audrino and Trojani (2006)). The common approach of these models is to partitioning the space of time series recursively using binary decisions. This
can be interpreted as a deterministic decision tree. At the opposite, the approach that we adopt for this
paper is developed around the idea of hierarchical architecture with a Markov temporal structure. Our
model is based on an extension of Hidden Markov Model (HMM) introduced by Jordan, Ghahramani,
and Saul (1997). It is a factorial and coupled HMM.
Hence, our model is based is a stochastic decision tree liking the dynamics of univariate volatility
with the dynamics of the correlations. It can be view as a HMM which is both factorial and dependent
coupled. The factorial decomposition provides a factorized state space. This state space decomposition
is done using state dependent and time-varying transition probabilities given an input variable. The
top level of the tree can be seen as a master process and the following levels as slave processes. The
constraint of a level on the following is done via a coupling transition matrix which produce the ordered
hierarchy of the structure. As the links between decision states are driven with Markovian dynamics and
the switch from one level to the following is done via a coupling transition matrix, this architecture gives
a fully probabilistic decision tree. Estimation is done in one step using maximum likelihood.
We also perform an empirical analysis of our model using real financial time series. Results show that
our hidden tree-structured model can be an interesting alternative to deterministic decision tree.
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1. I NTRODUCTION
The past few years, multivariate volatility models have been a field of very active research. Related
to this topic, the study of multivariate GARCH with conditional correlations has attracted a strong
interest since the seminal paper of Bollerslev (1990). Introducing dynamic in the conditional correlations has led this pioneering approach to creating a new class of model, the well-known Dynamic
Conditional Correlation (DCC) models. Proposed by Engle and Sheppard (2001) and by a slightly
different manner by Tse and Tsui (2002), the DCC becomes an attractive parametrization.
This new class now includes many extensions. Engle (2002) generalized the model by introducing
full matrix instead of scalars to drive the dynamics of the process (Generalized DCC). Therefore,
this unrestricted specification requires a large number of parameters and make estimation unfeasible.
To solve the curse of dimensionality while relaxing constraints on the dynamics, various extensions
have been proposed. Most of them are based on combinations of specific matrix, partitioned vectors or block matrix (see Billio and Caporin (2009), Hafner and Franses (2009) and Billio, Caporin,
and Gobbo (2006)) but also clustering techniques (see Zhou and Chan (2008)). A DCC incorporate
exogenous variables is proposed by Vargas (2008) to identify factors that could lead correlations. A
semi-parametric approach is presented by Franses, Hafner, and van Dijk (2005), using a transformed
Nadaraya-Watson estimator. Feng (2007) also presents a local estimator for the correlations based
on k-nearest-neighbors (k-NN) methods.
Others extensions focus on the asymmetric effect in the conditional correlation. Asymmetry
refers to the upward motion of volatility more after a negative than after a positive shock. An asymmetric extension has been proposed by Cappiello, Engle, and Sheppard (2006) to study worldwide
linkages in the dynamics of the correlations of selected bonds and equity markets. Vargas (2006)
extends the Block DCC of Billio, Caporin, and Gobbo (2003) to take account of the asymmetry between blocks of asset returns. Cajigas and Urga (2006) also propose an asymmetric generalized DCC
where standardized residuals follow an asymmetric multivariate Laplace distribution.
Another direction of extensions refers to introduce regime switch in the conditional correlations
to take into account empirical findings in case of turbulent periods. In this context, Silvennoinen and
Teräsvirta (2005) assume the conditional correlation matrix varies smoothly between two constant
correlations matrix. The link between these two extreme matrix is done via a conditional logistic
function according to a exogenous or endogenous transition variable. This model has been improved
to allows another transition around the first one (see Silvennoinen and TerÃd’svirta (2009)). Differently from the previous STAR approach, Pelletier (2006) suggested to introduce Markov switch to
the correlation. In this way, correlations are constants within regime but vary from one regime to
another. Both previous approach assume correlations evolve between constant correlations matrix.
Billio and Caporin (2005) explained a different strategy with an extension of the scalar DCC of Engle
and Sheppard (2001) where both the parameters and the unconditional correlation are driven by a
hidden Markov chain.
Alongside these developments, the technical issue of the curse of dimensionality, which underlies most of the developments in the field of multivariate GARCH, has been the subject of recent
advances. This problem of the explosion in the number of parameters arises quickly: with k time
series, the numbers of correlation to estimate is k(k − 1)/2. Several strategies have been proposed.
Palandri (2009) decomposes the correlations and partial correlations. This decomposition transforms
a high dimensional optimization problem into a set of simple estimates. Engle, Shephard, and Sheppard (2008) also exploited the idea of decompose a complex estimation problem into a set of simpler
models to construct a composite likelihood which is obtained from the summation of likelihood of
subsets of assets. Engle and Kelly (2009) suggests a radically different strategy based on an updated
approximation of the correlation. At each time, they assumes all pairwise correlations are equal. Engle (2008) also exposes an alternate solution based on approximation. This aptly named MacGyver
method is based on the bivariate estimation of each pair and then calculate the median of theses
estimators.
This brief summary of the literature is far from exhaustive and we refer to Bauwens, Laurent,
and Rombouts (2006) for a general survey on multivariate GARCH. The paper of Silvennoinen and
Teräsvirta (2009) gives an useful review of recent advances and Engle (2009) outlines a thorough
presentation of conditional correlations models.
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The model we present is an extension of multivariate GARCH with conditional correlations based
on a tree-structure. Models based on tree structure have already been proposed. Barone-Adesi and
Audrino (2006) apply a tree structure developed by Audrino and Buhlmann (2001) and Audrino and
Trojani (2006) to a rolling window averaged conditional correlation estimator. This method allows
thresholds in the conditional correlations. The estimator is a convex combination of realized correlations and estimates of averaged correlations. As the averaged conditional correlation is constructed
with univariate GARCH models, this approach has the advantage to required few parameters. This
study has been extended using non-parametric functions based on functional gradient descent to estimate univariate volatilities by Audrino (2006). Also based on the idea of Audrino and Buhlmann
(2001), the model suggested by Trojani and Audrino (2005) adopts the two-step procedure exposed
in Engle and Sheppard (2001). In first time, conditional variance are extracted with tree-structured
GARCH. Conditional correlations are then computed from standardized residuals and have also
their own tree-structured dynamic. An tree-structured extension of the DCC is suggested by Dellaportas and Vrontos (2007) to study volatility and co-volatility asymmetries. Making a link between
conditional variances and correlations, this model allows to exhibit multivariate thresholds. Using a
sequence of binary decisions rules, each terminal node is matched with a multivariate GARCH.
One common feature of theses approaches is they are all based on the idea of binary tree. Time
series are recursively partitioned using binary decisions. The resulting tree is purely deterministic. At
the opposite, in this paper, we propose en extension of the DCC based on a stochastic decision tree.
Our model links the univariate volatilities with the correlations via a hidden stochastic decision tree.
Hidden Markov Decision Tree (HMDT) model is an extension of Hidden Markov Model (HMM)
introduced by Jordan, Ghahramani, and Saul (1997). Based on a Markov temporal structure, the
architecture is at the opposite of the classical deterministic approach on a binary decision tree. Our
proposed models can be estimated via maximum likelihood.
The paper is organized as follows. The model is defined section. We first briefly recall the basics
of the DCC of Engle and Sheppard (2001) and then outline our model. Section the model is applied to
data examples. In the first application, we apply our model to exchange rate data with in-sample and
out-of-sample analysis. Final remarks concludes and proposes areas for further research in section.

2. T HE M ODEL
2.1. What is a Hidden Markov Decision Tree? The approach that we adopt for this paper is developed around the idea of hierarchical architecture with a Markov temporal structure. This model can
be explained in one of two ways.
2.1.1. A Hierarchical Mixtures-of-Experts with Markov dependencies. This approach can be first
interpreted as a hybrid model that blends the Hierarchical Mixtures-of-Experts (HME) of Jordan and
Jacobs (1994) and Hidden Markov models (HMM). The HME is based on the divide-and-conquer
algorithm. This methodology is to fit the data by dividing the space into nested subspaces and estimate a sub-model for each of these regions (see figure 1(a) for the representation of HME as a
directed acyclic graph). The data are fitted by a model which is the overall combination of each submodels. This philosophy has given rise to numerous approaches as, without being exhaustive the
CART (see Breiman, Friedman, Olshen, and Stone (1984)), MARS (see Friedman (1991)) or GUIDE
(see Loh (2002)). HME is itself an generalization of the Mixture-of-Experts (ME) models of Jacobs,
Jordan, Nowlan, and Hinton (1991). It assumes that the data can be fitted by a piecewise function.
The approach is based on two elements. First, the models has n experts to fit the data in n regions.
An expert can be a constant, AR or GARCH process. The second element is a gating network,
that associate to each region with a expert given an input variable. The final output is is a convex combination of the expert outputs given the input. The ME architecture has been applied to
time series by Carvalho and Tanner (2006). This architecture has only one level of experts associated with one gating network. The HME generalize this approach by allowing different level of
experts matched by various gating functions. Huerta, Jiang, and Tanner (2003) use a two layers HME
to study the US industrial production index with trend-stationary process experts and differencestationary process experts. As explained in McLachlan and Peel (2000), the main difference between
CART/MARS/GUIDE approaches and HME divide the covariate space with probabilistic scheme
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Figure 1: The hidden Markov model and the hierarchical
mixture of experts as graphical models.

whereas the first use hard boundaries. It also may be pointing out of the link between ME architecture and (S)TAR models. Indeed, in a STAR-GARCH model the transition function can be interpreted as the gating network and the two GARCH component as the experts. The same comparison
is true for the HME and the multiple-regime STAR of van Dijk and Franses (1999).
Hidden Markov models has emerged as a standard tools to modeling time series with regime
switching. This approach has been extensively used, whether in graphical models (see Rabiner (1989))
or in econometrics with its counterpart Markov-switching (see among others Hamilton (1994). HMM
is based on the assumption that each observation is linked to a finite number of hidden states via a
probability distribution (see figure 1(b)). The conditional probability distribution of the hidden variable generally assumes to be a first order Markov chain. In time series analysis, this has first been
used by Hamilton (1989) to make a regime switching AR process and generalized by Krolzig (1997)
to the VAR case. Example of applications to GARCH models can be found in Hamilton and Susmel
(1994), Gray (1996), Dueker (1997), Klaassen (2002) and Haas, Mittnik, and Paollela (2004). Markovswitching based extensions of multivariate GARCH models with dynamic correlations have also been
proposed. Billio and Caporin (2005) propose a DCC model with Markov switch in the unconditional
correlation process. Application of this MS-DCC model to daily stock market indices from January
2000 to December 2003 highlights the advantage of introducing Markov jumps during turbulent periods. Pelletier (2006) also suggested a Markov-switching DCC. This regime switching for dynamic
correlations (RSDC) model assumes that correlations are constant within regime but vary from one
regime to another.
The HMDT can be seen as a hybrid model combining the two previous approach. The result gives
a probabilistic decision tree where the decision at each time is conditional of the decision at the
previous time.
2.1.2. A factorial and coupled HMM. In this paper, we adopt another look of the HMDT. Contrary
to the previous approach where the HMDT is defined as a hierarchical mixture with Markovian
dynamics, we can also consider this architecture as a pure HMM extension. Indeed, HMDT can be
view as both a factorial HMM and a coupled HMM.
The factorial hidden Markov (FHMM) model has been proposed by Ghahramani and Jordan
(1997). This extension of the basic HMM assumes the state variable is factored into various state
variables. Indeed, each of these has its independent Markovian dynamic and the output is the combination of these several underlying processes (see figure 2(a)) . Because the model has various independent hidden Markov models in parallel, the resulting state space of the model is the Cartesian product
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of the parallel sub-processes. The FHMM has been widely used in speech recognition because of its
ability to model time series generated from various independent sources (see among others Roweis
(2000) for an application to microphone source separation). The distributed state representation of
the FHMM also provide an interesting framework for handwriting recognition (see Williams, Toussaint, and Storkey (2007) for the use of a primitive model based on FHMM to represent natural
handwriting data).
Coupled hidden Markov models (CHMM) are also an extension of the classical HMM. It consists
of a model with several HMMs whose Markov chains interact together (see Brand (1997)). There
are two ways to allow the states to have interdependencies. We can qualify as independent coupling
when various processes are coupled at the output. From this point of view, FHMM can be considered
as an independent coupled HMM. Another kind of making interactions between chains is to assume
that processes are dependent. In dependent coupling, the current state is dependent of the other
states of its own chain but also depends on the previous state of another chain and so on (see figure
2(b)). Dependent coupled hidden Markov models include many architecture, as models with different
lag, nested loop and non-linear dependency relationship. Coupled HMM have been used in various
fields like, without being exhaustive, facial event mining (see Ma, Zhou, Celenk, and Chelberg (2004)),
video-realistic speech animation (see Xie and Liu (2007)), audio-visual speech recognition (see Nefian,
Liang, Pi, Xiaoxiang, Mao, and Murphy (2002)).
In this framework, HMDT can be view as a HMM which is both factorial and dependent coupled.
The factorial decomposition provides a factorized state space. This state space decomposition is
done using constant or state dependent time-varying transition probabilities given an input variable.
As described in Brand (1997), the top level of the tree can be seen as a master process and the following levels as slave processes. The constraint of a level on the following is done via a coupling
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Figure 2: Factorial and Coupled HMM as graphical models.
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Figure 3: The hidden Markov decision tree model views as
a directed acyclic graph.

transition matrix which produce the ordered hierarchy of the structure. As the links between decision states are driven with Markovian dynamics and the switch from one level to the following is
done via a coupling transition matrix, this architecture gives a fully probabilistic decision tree.
2.2. Hidden Markov decision tree for correlations.
2.2.1. Starting point. The model we propose in this paper is an extension of the DCC of the scalar
DCC (see Engle and Sheppard (2001)). Given yt an K dimensional time series of length T the DCC
class models assumes:
iid
yt |Ft −1 ∼ N (0, Ht )
(2.1)
where Ft −1 refers to the information set at time t − 1. Conditional variance-covariance matrix of
returns yt is expressed as follows:
Ht = Dt Rt Dt
(2.2)
where Rt is a K × K constant correlation matrix. the matrix Dt is a K × K diagonal matrix containing
univariate time varying standard deviations:
1/2
Dt = diag{hi,t
}

(2.3)

for i = 1, ..., K. Getting the matrix Dt is generally referenced as the so-called degarching filtration
required to construct standardized residuals expressed as:
εt = Dt−1 rt

(2.4)

The conditional correlations are simply the expectation of the standardized residuals:
Et −1 [εt εt0 ] = Dt−1 Ht Dt−1 = Rt

(2.5)

In the scalar DCC of Engle and Sheppard (2001), correlations are computed using a combination of
the conditional covariance of the standardized residuals Q − t which follows a scalar BEKK process:
Qt = (1 − a − b)V + aεt −1 εt0 −1 + bQt −1

(2.6)

where Q is the unconditional covariance matrix of the standardized residuals and a and b are two
positive scalars such that a + b < 1. The conditional correlation matrix is then obtained by:
Rt = diag {Qt }−1/2 Qt diag {Qt }−1/2

(2.7)

Our model has the DCC of Engle and Sheppard (2001) as starting point. We propose to improve this
specification by introducing a hidden decision. To study the relationship between univariate volatility and correlation, this tree has two levels. The first established a splitting rule to discriminate low
and high regime of variance while the second level discriminates low and high correlations regime.
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Thus, this construction is a suitable method to investigate the link between high (low) volatility and
high (low) correlations. Specifically, it allows us to study the probability of being in a type regime of
correlations given the regime of the univariate conditional variance.
2.2.2. Hidden tree structure. As point out in section 2.1.2, a HMDT can be view as a factorial and
coupled HMM. The factorial HMM decomposition is used to divide the space of the time series
into low/high conditional variance for each series and for low/high sequence of correlations. Transition matrix used in our model can be both static or time-varying and can depend of endogenous or
exogenous variables.
Formally, at the first level, each time series have its own conditional variance driven by a transition
matrix with time varying probabilities. Univariate high and low conditional variance follow a two
state Markov process of first order such. It means the state st is independent of state lagged state
except st −1 :
P[st +1 = i|st = j , ..., st = h] = P[st +1 = i|st = j ]
(2.8)
To introduce time-varying transition probabilities, we can use the specification proposed by Diebold,
Lee, and Weinbach (1994). In that way, transition probabilities are assumed to follow a logistic
function of a endogenous or exogenous variable. Elements of the transition matrix Pkvol for the
conditional variance of the kt h with row i and column j is defined as:
pikj (t ) = P[st +1 = j |st = i; xt −1 , γnk ], i, j = 1, .., N

(2.9)

Introducing time-variation, transition probabilities are then expressed as:
pikj (t ) =

exp(xt0 −1 γnk )
1 + exp(xt0 −1 γnk )

(2.10)

with xt −1 is the conditioning vector referencing as the input of figure 3 and γ its coefficient. As we
partition the space of the univariate conditional variance in two subspaces, low and high variance,
the transition matrix for the variance of the kt h time serie is of size 2 × 2 and can be expressed as
follow:
 k

k (t )
p11 (t )
1 − p22
k
(2.11)
Pvol =
k (t )
k (t )
1 − p11
p22
Since all univariate volatility processes have the same Markovian dynamic specification, individual
transition matrix can be aggregate to constitute the first level of the decision tree. Individual HMMs
are aggregated in a factorial HMM representation. The dynamic of the univariate volatility level can
be resumed in a general transition Pvol by the cross product of the transition matrix of univariate
volatility models Pkvol :
Pvol =

K
O

Pivol

(2.12)

i=1

This factorial representation allows to represent all the dynamics of the K univariate volatilities
containing 2 states with a single transition matrix of size 2K × 2K .
The same specification is used for the second level. This level discriminates between low and high
correlations. Thus, the decision step is represented by a 2-by-2 transition matrix written as:
 c

c (t )
p11 (t )
1 − p22
Pcorr =
(2.13)
c (t )
c (t )
1 − p11
p22
whose elements can be both static and time-varying. In that case, this is the same specification as
defined in the equation (2.10). Given the transition matrix of the first and second level, the partition
of the space is represented by transition matrix P expressed as:
P = Pvol ⊗ Pcorr

(2.14)

of size 2K+1 × 2K+1 .
Given this space partition the first and the second level are then linked. This relation is fully probabilistic and attribute a weight to the decision related to the correlation given the decision of the
univariate volatility. This relation is done using a coupling matrix. Coupling matrix are generally
used in the context of coupled HMMs where a set of Markov chain influence each other. In our
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purpose, the matrix we use verifies the Markov property. Thus, the dynamic of the junction between
the two levels is done with an abstract Markov chain. This linking relation does not emit directly observation but plays the part of attributing a weight between volatility and correlations. This coupling
matrix is of size 2-by2 and is written as:
"
#
c( t )
1 − c( t )
11
22
Pcoupl =
(2.15)
1 − c( t )
c( t )
11

22

The elements of this matrix can also be time-varying given the input and are defined with the logistic
specification of the equation (2.10).
Thereby, the dynamic of the probabilistic tree can be can be summarized as follow. All the ordered
hierarchy is based on a set of HMMs which make the partition of the space. This partition is slightly
different from that usually considered in binary tree models where the space is partitioned recursively using binary rules. In our model, the partition is static and is defined a priori. The decision
process occurs according to a cascade of ordered synchronous HMMs. The coupling process has
not the Markovian property but can be interpreted as vector of probabilities, whose sum is equal to
one. By making the link between the HMMs, the coupling matrix captures interprocess influences.
Conditional time-varying transition and coupled probabilities allow the structure to adapt for each
observation.
In our model, we use a set of HMMs to the coupling vector is used to weight influence of the
univariate volatility on the correlations. The first level discriminates each time serie between low
and high volatility while the second level ordered between high and low correlations. The input
variable can be both endogenous or exogenous. A consensual choice could be time calendar.
2.2.3. Specification for univariate volatilities. In our decision tree, the first level distinguishes between low and high volatility. Thus, this decision step parametrizes a univariate regime switching
GARCH model. Among the literature of time series, many specifications have been proposed. Most
of them have the drawback to require approximation schemes to avoid the path dependency problem.
This is the case of the models suggested by Gray (1996) and Klaassen (2002). Beyond this numerical
aspect, specification with approximations can entail difficulties in the interpretation of the processes
corresponding to each regime. This motivation led us to use the Markov-switching GARCH proposed by Haas, Mittnik, and Paollela (2004). This model is expressed as follow:

    
  

h1,t
h1,t −1
ω1
α1
β1
 ..   ..   ..  2
 .   . 
(2.16)
 .  =  .  +  .  yt −1 +  ..   .. 
hN ,t
hN ,t −1
ωN
αN
βN
where means the element-by-element multiplication. Stationarity condition implies αn + βn < 1
for each n = 1, ..., N . Besides its computational advantages, this model has a clear cut interpretation.
It assumes the conditional variance can switch between N separate GARCH models that evolve in
parallel. Because we need two regimes, each time serie involves eight parameters.
2.2.4. Specification for correlations. The second level discriminates between low and high conditional correlations. Similarly with the first level, we use a specification which does not require approximation in order to facilitate the interpretation of the regimes. Haas and Mittnik (2008) have proposed an extension of the Markov-switching GARCH to the multivariate case. Since the conditional
covariances of the standardized residuals has a BEKK dynamic, we can use this Markov-switching
extension in the scalar case. It can be written as:
  


 
  
Q1,t
Q1,t −1
b1
Ω1
a1
 ..   ..   .. 
 .   . 
0
(2.17)
 .  =  .  +  .  εt −1 εt −1 +  ..   .. 
QN ,t

ΩN

aN

bN

QN ,t −1

Stationarity conditions imply the intercept Ωn to be a positive definite matrix and an + bn < 1 for
n = 1, ...N . This specification requires K(K + 1)/2 + 4 parameters.
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2.3. Estimation. Estimation of the model is done with maximum likelihood. One of the advantages
of the DCC of Engle (2002) is the possibility to estimate the model in a two steps approach. The idea
is to estimate the parameters related to the univariate volatilities in a first step and in a second step
whose related to the correlations. In our case, because of the relation between the degarching process and the correlation, we must estimate the model in one step. With the assumption of normality,
the log-likelihood can be written:
L=−


1 T
K log(2π) + log(|Ht |) + yt0 Ht−1 yt
∑
2 t =1

(2.18)

To maximize the likelihood we need to make inference on the state of the various Markov chains
of the model. The strategy developed in our paper is to convert the complex dynamic of the factorial
and coupled HMM into a simple regular HMM so that we can use standards tools on filtering and
smoothing probabilities. A conversion relationship between coupled HMM and standard HMM
has been proposed by Brand (1997). Given PS|S and PS0 |S0 two transition matrix, PS|S0 and PS0 |S two
coupling matrix, the relationship of Brand (1997) is given by:
(PS|S ⊗ PS0 |S0 ).R(PS0 |S ⊗ PS|S0 )

(2.19)

where R is a row permute operator swaping fast and slow indices. In our case, because we use only
one coupling vector in a downward direction, the regular HMM representation Preg of our model
can be expressed as:
Preg = (Pvol ⊗ Pcorr ) (Pcoupl ⊗ (ιι 0 ))
(2.20)
with ι a vector of ones of length 2K+1 .
The conversion into regular HMM allows to use standard tools about the inference of the Markov
chains. Let ξ jt the probability to be in regime j given the information set available in t − 1 and η jt
the density under the regime j . The probability to be in each regime at time t given the observations
set up to t , written ξ̂t |t , can be calculated using the following expression of the so-called Hamilton’s
filter:
(ξ̂t |t −1 ηt )
(2.21)
ξ̂t |t =
10 (ξ̂t |t −1 ηt )
and:
ξ̂t |t +1 = Preg × ξ̂t |t

(2.22)

where denotes element by-element multiplication. The conversion to regular HMM has the advantage to be easy to compute. Interpretation is also natural. Each state of the regular representation
corresponds of a combination of possible cases, e.g. the first series in high or low volatility period,
the second in high or low, etc. and the correlation in low and high period. The main drawback of the
conversion is the complexity of the maximum likelihood estimation. Optimization methods based on
gradient methods using numerical derivatives can have difficulties to escape from local maxima. That
therefore justifies to test several initial conditions.
3. A PPLICATION
For the first application, we propose to illustrate our proposed model on a daily dataset. We
consider futures prices on 10 year treasury bonds and the S&P 500 from September 1994 to February
2003 (2201 observations). The two series comes from DataStream and are plotted in figure 4. Returns
are calculated by taking 100 times the first difference of the logarithm of each series minus the sample
mean. Descriptives statistics of the log-returns are given in table 1. All the results reported in the
analysis were generated with Matlab on Linux.
With two series, the dynamic of the univariate volatility level can be summarized in a 4-by-4
transition matrix (see equation (2.12)). The second level has a 2-by-2 transition matrix. Thus, given
equation (2.14), the space is partitioned into eight sub-spaces, each corresponding of a special case.
Let ht ,Y and ht ,P the univariate volatilities of the bonds and the S&P 500. The superscript h denotes
a high regime of volatility and l a low regime. A high regime of correlations is written by Rth and a
low by Rtl . The enumeration of the various cases corresponds to:
(1) {hth,Y , hth,P }, {Rth }

10
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Figure 4: Futures prices of 10-year bond and S&P500 1994
to July 2003.

Minimum
Maximum
Mean
Variance
Skewness
Kurtosis
Jarque-Bera

Bond $
-2.2154
1.4175
0.0094
0.1430
-0.5310
5.4602
658.2178

(1.0000e−03)

S&P500
-7.7621
5.7549
0.0258
1.5191
-0.1236
6.5324
1.1494e + 03
(1.0000e−03)

Box-Ljung Q(25)

30.9139

29.8141

Box-Ljung Q(50)

65.4385

64.6047

(0.1919)

(0.0703)

(0.2313)
(0.0802)

Table 1: Descriptive statistics for the 10 year treasury
bonds and the S&P 500 futures prices.

(2) {hth,Y , hth,P }, {Rtl }
(3) {hth,Y , htl ,P }, {Rth }
(4) {hth,Y , htl ,P }, {Rtl }
(5) {htl ,Y , hth,P }, {Rth }
(6) {htl ,Y , hth,P }, {Rtl }
(7) {htl ,Y , htl ,P }, {Rth }
(8) {htl ,Y , htl ,P }, {Rtl }
With two series, the decision can be summarized as in figure 5. The coupling matrix is then of size
2 × 2. This coupling matrix links each state {hti ,Y , h j }, i, j = h, l with a state {Rti }, i = h, l . The
t ,P

relation introduced by this vector can be view as a weighted function.
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With two series, the number of parameters related to the first level is 8 and 12 for the correlations.
With 2 parameters for the coupling matrix, the total number of parameters to estimate is 30. As
explained in the previous section, all the decisions of the first level is resumed in a transition matrix
which is the cross product of the two transition matrix related to each serie.
{ht , Rt }

{hth,B , hth,SP }

{Rth }

{hth,B , htl ,SP }

{Rtl } {Rth }

{htl ,B , hth,SP }

{Rtl } {Rth }

{htl ,B , htl ,SP }

{Rtl } {Rth }

{Rtl }

Figure 5: Structure of the decision process for a bivariate
dataset.

3.1. Results of the model. We first apply our model with constant transition probabilities. This
configuration has no input. Estimated correlations are plotted on figure 6(a). Our results confirm
those of Colacito and Engle (2006), who had previously studied this dataset. The correlation are
positive in the first part of the sample and becomes negative at this end.
The figure 6(b) shows the smoothed probabilities of the regimes selected by the decision process.
Contrary to deterministic decision tree, interpretation is far from obvious. This is due to the fact
that deterministic tree attribute a model for each partition of the space. Because of the threshold
classification, each partition is represented. In our case, we discriminate among various regime. That
why the smoothed probabilities of the figure 6(b) represents the combination of regime that fit the
data.
The model clearly identifies three combinations of regimes. The identification of the nature of
regimes can be done using the table 2 of estimated parameters. We first note that the 10-year bond
futures serie does not seem to have a change of regime. The following interpretation of theses combinations are, by chronological order:
(1) {ht2,Y , ht1,P , Rt1 }: normal volatility for bond, low volatility for S&P500 and positive correlations regime.
(2) {ht2,Y , ht2,P , Rt1 }: normal volatility for bond, high volatility for S&P500 and positive correlations regime.
(3) {ht2,Y , ht1,P , Rt2 }: normal volatility for bond, low volatility for S&P500 and negative correlations regime.
The results of the estimated transition probability matrices clearly shows that the first regime are
persistent for the bond. Our model does not identify low and high volatility period. This is not the
case of the index where the model identifies two regimes. This is also the same for the correlations
and the first part of the sample is clearly a regime of positive correlations while and the second part
has negative correlations.
The estimated results of the coupling transition matrix gives us the relationship between the first
and the second level. This 2-by-2 transition matrix with constant probabilities is written as:


c11
1 − c22
Pcoupl =
(3.1)
1 − c11
c22
where the first state link the first state link the volatility level with the positive correlation regime
and the second rely the first level with the negative correlation regime. Estimated parameters are:


0.2522 0.1371
b
P
=
(3.2)
coupl
0.7478 0.8629
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First level
10-year bond futures
Estimate
standard errors
0.0027
4.07e-6
0.0434
1.66e-4
0.9394
5.45e-4

Parameters
ω1
α1
β1

Estimate
0.0082
0.0694
0.9263

S&P500
standard errors
5.50e-6
1.92e-4
1.91e-4

ω2
α2
β2

0.0342
0.1652
0.8201

0.0101
0.3214
0.3342

0.0157
0.0911
0.8992

6.48e-5
0.0013
0.001

p11
p22

0.9981
0.0010

1.50e-4
7.69e-8

0.9998
0.6522

5.08
0.0154

Estimate
0.2522
0.8629

standard errors
0.0584
0.0049

Coupling matrix
Parameters
p11
p22

Second level
Parameters
Estimate
a1
0.1532
b1
0.7349


0.1281 0.2852
const
0.6880
a2
b2
const
p11
p22

standard errors
0.1372
0.2126


8.44e − 4 0.0013
0.0092

0.0138
2.76e-5
0.9567
2.61e-4

 

0.0037 −0.0087
5.32e − 6 1.53e − 5
0.0164
0.0037
0.8843
0.2502

0.0154
0.0305

Table 2: Model estimates.

This result means that in general, volatility is associated with negative correlations.
3.2. Deepening of the relationship between first and second level. In the later application, we use
a very simple transition matrix to link the first and the second level. This specification has the
advantage of being attractive from a computational point of view but seems to be quite restrictive.
Indeed the linking relation is common to all case of the first stage. In this subsection, we extend
the later specification by introducing a specific relation for all the possible case at the first level. In
that case, there are four two-by-two coupling matrix matrix P i , i = 1, ..., 4. Each of these links a pair
{ht ,B , ht ,SP } with a case {Rt }. The decision of this extended case can be summarized as in figure 7.
While the simple model needs only two parameters for the coupling matrix, the extended case
needs eight parameters. Estimation is done using maximum likelihood using a regular HMM representation. Estimated correlations are plotted in figure 8(a) and the smoothed probabilities of the
relevant regimes are plotted in figure 8(b); estimated parameters are in table 3.
Comparing to the previous specification, the introduction of specific coupling matrix increases
the explanatory power of the model. Estimation of the model exhibits six cases:
(1) {ht1,Y , ht1,P , Rt1 }: low volatility for bond, low volatility for S&P500 and negative correlations
regime.
(2) {ht1,Y , ht1,P , Rt2 }: low volatility for bond, low volatility for S&P500 and positive correlations
regime.
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Figure 6: Estimated correlations and smoothed probabilities.

(3) {ht1,Y , ht2,P , Rt2 }:
regime.
(4) {ht2,Y , ht1,P , Rt1 }:
regime.
(5) {ht2,Y , ht1,P , Rt2 }:
regime.
(6) {ht2,Y , ht2,P , Rt2 }:

low volatility for bond, high volatility for S&P500 and positive correlations
high volatility for bond, low volatility for S&P500 and negative correlations
high volatility for bond, low volatility for S&P500 and positive correlations
high volatility for bond, high volatility for S&P500 and positive correlations.
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{ht , Rt }

{hth,B , hth,SP }

{hth,B , htl ,SP }

{htl ,B , hth,SP }

{htl ,B , htl ,SP }

P1

P2

P3

P4

{Rth }

{Rtl } {Rth }

{Rtl } {Rth }

{Rtl } {Rth }

{Rtl }

Figure 7: Structure of the decision process for a bivariate
dataset of the extended version.

While the previous specification only shows us that in general volatility is associated with negative
correlations, our extended model gives a more precise information about the relationship between
volatility and correlations. Given the estimated parameters of the four coupling matrix, we can
deduce that there is a strong probability to have positive correlation when bond and S&P500 are
in low volatility regime and when bond has low volatility and S&P500 high has high volatility. On
the other hand, negative correlations seems to be associated with a high volatility of the bond. This
particularity is more signification when the S&P500 is in low volatility regime.
4. C ONCLUSION
The model we have presented in this paper has a natural and easy interpretation. Based on the
Hidden Markov Decision Tree introduced by Jordan, Ghahramani, and Saul (1997), we develop a
stochastic decision tree liking the dynamics of univariate volatility with the dynamics of the correlations. Unlike conventional approaches based on deterministic decision tree, our model allows
a probabilistic point of view of the relationship between univariate volatility and correlations. We
have restricted ourselves the complexity of the tree-structure. More complex architecture remains
to be done. It also remains to develop estimation tools more suitable when the dimension of the
problem increases.
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Figure 8: Estimated correlations and smoothed probabilities.
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